
Q&A

Q: What is the gate size?

A: The gate is 66’’ in height, and the width is 83’’

Q: Is this moveable?

A: Yes, it could be easily broken down into a few sections and moved. If

you have a couple people you could move it fully assembled.

Q: How wide are the gaps between panels?

A: 1.97 inch between panels.

Q: How sturdy would this be in a windy location or with an energetic dog?

does it need to be anchored to the ground?

A: We do our very best to create quality products, however acts of nature

are out of our control. As with any items, it is best to take precautions

when harsh weather is possible.

Q: Would this work for dwarf goats?

A: This item also works for dwarf goats.

Q: How wide is the door?



A: 15.78 inches wide and about 62.99 inches tall.

Q: Will this hold a German shepherd?

A: Yes! This Kennel suits for Medium to Large Size dog.

Q: Does the cover have to go on or can it be used without?

A: Use if the cover is optional but your pet should be protected from the

elements.

Q: Does it come with assembly parts or do I need to purchase them

separately?

A: Comes with all parts easy to assemble. Every thing is included. 2

people makes assembly a breeze but one person can do it.

Q: How much space does it take up to store it? We only want to use it

every now and then for our small dogs

A: There are only 12 panels then the arches for the top it would not take

up very much space to store and is easy to tear down and put back up.

Q: What is the size of the grids - the wire openings? We want to use for

cats?

A: This item is designed for dogs/large animals. It might be not work for

https://www.amazon.com/ask/questions/Tx10D0ZA7KYMAV9/ref=ask_dp_dpmw_al_hza


cats. The grids are much too wide. The Mesh Size is 1.97"L x 3.94"W

Q: Do you sell just the door panel?

A: It is a whole set, we do not have the extra panels for individual sale.


